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FROM

making of completely new worlds? We need to understand this in

Many thinkers and intellectuals seem

to bemoan our modern media-saturated world.

the light of the long journey of mankind, and how technology has always

You can hear them speak about how we are lost in

breathed life into the creations that have sprung from our minds.

an unreal ocean of fleeting imagery and simulated

Technology is not alien, technology is us, it is made by us, and co-evolves

realities. They think that we will become less

with us. From the hammer to the computer, from the cave painting to

human if we lose our bodily senses in the sea of

virtual reality. These are our tools and media, they are our means and our

mediation. They fear that if we’ll lose the touch

language for creating our world, and perhaps one day an entirely new one.

of the hand, the sensations on our tastebuds and
The fear of being consumed by media-technology can be traced

the smell of love, we will also lose ourselves.

back to the idea that modern humans see themselves as dualist beings.
Beings of mind and body. Where the mind is the seat of consciousness,

It is not hard to see what they see, and to

reason and emotion, and the body that gives us sensations, experiences

the world around us is changing is intimidating.

and reality. The idea that seems to frighten us is that once we’ll lose the

Animated imagery everywhere, screens drawing

body, we’ll lose touch with the real world, and we’ll eventually be locked

ever closer to our faces and digital networks that

up in a senseless and unreal simulation. What is the origin of this idea,

will eventually creep under our skin and wire itself

of this splitting of our universe into an inside and an outside world.

to our nervous system. Perhaps eventually discon-

Perhaps if we better understood the origin of this split, we can better

necting our consciousness from the real world and

understand where we are going.

delivering us to some kind of virtual existence
and exiling us to a disembodied after life.
The fear of some kind of disembodied future
is understandable, but there is also a problem
with the account of mankind as a victim of
technology. The story of loss and victimhood
is too easily sung, but nonetheless we sing it every
time something new comes along. It is usually
a melancholic tune that is tainted with nostalgia,
idealisation of the past and a deep suspicion of
what the future might hold. Surely we indeed need
to view our long embrace with technology without
being blindly optimistic or naively utopian.
But we also should not let fear of loss guide
our reasoning.
How then should we view our technological
powers of creation in this world and possibly the
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understand their concerns. The pace at which

We don’t know for sure, but this split between a mental
and material world was not always there. When we think of the first
humanoid species roaming the planet a couple of million year ago,
we could perhaps imagine their world as a holistic living and breathing
cosmos that felt to our hunter-gatherer ancestors like almost an extension of their being. The open sky, the humid forests and windy fields
populated by animals, spirits and man as one universe. These early
men and women were anatomically almost identical to us, but they
lived without signs, symbols and drawings. A world with no distinction
between things existing in and outside their minds. A world that lacked
the difference between things that presented themselves and things that
represented other things. A world in a state of innocence. A harmonious
feedback loop between our mind and our body that flowed relentlessly,
unbroken and unhindered.
This world brings to mind the tale of Biblical paradise.
The story tells of the Garden of Eden in which the first two humans,
Adam and Eve, lived naked, in harmony with the plants, trees and
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animals. Eating what they wanted, resting

ways to materialise our imagination, to draw it out of ourselves

when they felt like it. Adam and Eve’s mind did

and into the world.

not pause to think wether what they did was right
The price that Adam and Eve had to pay for gaining conscious-

or wrong, they just did what they felt like.
One day the serpent appeared and tempts Eve

ness was that they lost the holistic harmony with their environment.

to eat the forbidden fruit from the Tree of Knowledge

Consciousness caused the smooth flow between them and the world to

of Good and Evil. “If you taste this fruit,” the

stutter. The roots growing from the seed of consciousness cracked their

serpent tells her, “You will know what only God

singular world into two. They now enjoyed a world of introspection,

knows; to understand when something is right

where they could witness their own thoughts. And they had a world out

and when something is wrong.” Of course Adam

there of direct experience and presence. This small crack gradually grew

and Eve take the apple and are exiled from

into a chasm, pulling the self and the outside world apart. No longer was

paradise for doing so.

the world an unquestioned whole.
The story of mankind gaining divine knowledge, or consciousness,

Adam and Eve’s story is usually brought as

is told by the Christian tradition as a story of loss. We have lost paradise.

The message being; it is in man’s nature that he

We have fallen from an innocent state of harmony to which we can never

is easily tempted to sin, and if he would have just

fully return, nonetheless we will forever desire to do so. The same story

obeyed God, we would have still have been in para-

could be understood as man embarking on an adventure. By gaining

dise. I would like to provide an alternative reading.

the ability to imagine, to see alternate realities and possibilities, he was

By disobeying God and consuming the serpent’s
offering, Adam and Eve planted the divine seed of

ONE

consciousness in their body. Symbolically marking
the moment where we evolved from animal automatons to conscious human beings. A symbol
that condenses various stages of human
development into one epic gesture. How humans
gradually went from pointing to things, to
vocalising the sounds they made, to uttering the
names humans had given them, to making images
representing them. The horse painted on the cave
wall represented what we desired, what we dreamt
of and worshipped. Progressively man’s relation
with the world became less animal-like. A mirror
reality slowly but steadily gained a life of its own
inside our brains. A mental life. Via this inner
world we could represent reality, paint it and show
it to others, talk about it. Eventually we found
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the tale of original sin that led to the fall of man.

expelled from paradise. But his new faculty also made him work the land
and build cities. He could now create his own world. And he could do
so because he was conscious. One could argue that the division of the
world into two realms is a prerequisite to create anything at all. Because
for a world to be experienced, imagined or made, you need at least two
of them. One from where you can see the other. One from where you can
plan, act and create in the other. In that sense indeed man had become
like a God, since now he too was a creator.
Consciousness on its own is not enough for being a creative
being. An isolated consciousness would be like a mental nirvana.
A infinite expanse with no outside to relate to, to feed it, or to inspire it
into action. It would be an ocean of empty thoughts and reflections.
The imagination needs an outside world as a source, mirror and canvas
in order to be able to imagine anything at all.
There is a creation myth known that takes as its point of departure a universe that solely consists of a single boundless consciousness
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the era of chemistry where particles started to lump together in more

Lurian Kabbala. Tzimtzum, which freely trans-

complex molecular structures. From this primordial chemical soup

lates as “contraction/constriction/

yet more sophisticated structures emerged; organic life. Then cells

condensation”, starts at the beginning of time,

started multiplying by division, growing into complex organisms until

when the universe consisted of nothing but Gods’

consciousness would at some point emerge as tiny inner worlds of

vast and infinite light. The tale explains that

locked inside living, breathing beings. This marks the beginning of

before God could create anything at all, he had

our time, the cognitive stage. From the moment that humans became

to limit his infinite consciousness so that a space

conscious, we slowly but steadily started to use our inner world to will

outside himself could come into being. A place

things into existence. It took man from the cave to the city. It gave us

where his consciousness would not exists, so that

a history of civilisations. Building and destroying them, over and over

the possibility of imagining something, the possi-

again, one on top of the other. Eventually bringing us where we are

bility of creation itself, could arise. Since before

today, the 21st century, where humans have encapsulated themselves

anything could be created at all, there needed

in a completely man-made world.

WORLD

of God. It’s known as Tzimtzum and is part of the

to be space to create it in. Therefor the creation
Today we have remade the heavens, and erased the stars.

of our world could only occur because God

Our lights of progress have pulled a pale orange blanket over our

conceptual void. A dark and empty vacuum from

cities, obscuring the ultimate outside of our existence, the celestial

which he had to exile his own presence in order to

realms of the cosmos. Today it is not the stars, but our gadgets that

allow for a space in which free will could exist.

guide our way. All that we can see at night on an urban sky are the

A space where accident, coincidence and serendipity could happen. By receding his infinite light,
God created two worlds. Heaven, the ephemeral
soul space to which he condemned himself and
where he would be forever out of reach for man.
And Earth, the carnal world of man that took
shape in the void he had created. God could see
the world he had created but it would be forever
out of his reach.
One could interpret this story of the birth

of our world as an allegory of the Big Bang and
the development of our universe as a whole.
While our universe expanded, God’s receded.
Our newborn universe gradually moved through
several lives. First the epoch of physics from
which stars an galaxies grew and all the known
particles in the universe emerged. Followed by
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contracted his omnipresence in order to make a

blinking lights of aircraft, the occasional satellite, and one or two
lonely stars. It is not just this cosmic outside that our progress has
hidden from view, our man-made world is all around and deep inside
us, from the clothes on our back and the food in our belly. Everything
around us is invented, designed, made, managed, regulated and
produced by man. Not that we really know who or what made it, where
these things came from, or how they were produced, we just know that
the world we inhabit is the fruit of the aggregate imagination and
labor of mankind. An amazing but also alienating thought, since we
literally live inside an environment that is completely artificial,
the product of fantasy. Strangely enough though, we feel at home
in this world most of the time. We even derive a sense of belonging to
a life amongst the products of our collective imagination. A life where
we seem to have dismissed the idea that an outside still even exists.
The splitting of an infinite oneness into the cosmic outside world
of the heavens and the earthly realm was followed by life splitting itself
into the conscious inner worlds of humans and the outside world in
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which they make their observations and conduct their affairs. Today we

capable of reading will make its bodiless voice heard. An image can only

may wonder, will the world perhaps once again split in two. And if so

open a world, when the mind can recognise it as a reflection of our own.

what world would be born out of our own?

Without our attentions and involvement, unread words contain dead,
unborn worlds. Without recognition images are just scattered pigment
unable to show us anything beyond the world we are in.

Mankind has been developing the technology and culture needed
to bring other worlds into existence for a long time. One could perhaps

So while we could write down, paint or draw the world we could

even boldly claim that the creation of a new or next world is the ulti-

only do so because we could read, see and recognise it in the first

mate, but unstated, grand project of humankind from the outset.

place. Every secondary world was still intimately linked to its source
material in the primary one. It needed us to transfer stuff from one to

Inside the theaters of our pre-historic minds we imagined

the other. Until one day, humans invented mechanical eyes and ears,

or the bedtime stories told by our parents. These worlds emerged inside

that could record and present the world without passing through

the conceptual space of our own consciousness. In our mind’s eye scenery
becomes visible and throughout the whole body emotions are felt.
Our imagination painted pictures of mirror worlds in our mind and on the
rocky walls of the caves that sheltered us. The pigmented lines, shapes
and contours provided portals through which imaginary worlds could be
entered, and stories could be told. Stories and their worlds were stored
in human memory and carved into stone. Imaginary worlds were carried
around inside skulls and spread from the elderly to the young around
fires and through rituals. Stories lived inside us, relying on our biology
for recording and playback, but more and more they started to also take
on a life of their own. Images poured out of us and latched on to walls,
skins and paper, for all whom had eyes to see. The imagination could
now travel across vast spaces and could conquer the seas of time.
And thus in a sense for the first time worlds existed outside of us, outside
our biological medium as drawings drafted on paper, signs and symbols
imprinted on tablets and majestic paintings on holy walls.
Although worlds built of words or images exist outside of us, they cannot
exist just on their own. A word will only release its meaning, when a mind
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worlds of our own. Awakened by the tales of shamans and priests

the human mind. The photograph could paint a picture without the
stroke of a brush. The phonograph could evoke voices without any
bodies present. Animated light framed and projected on a screen,
crackling sounds pouring from speaker boxes. Camera’s, microphones
and celluloid managed to capture the world out there, but not just
that, now space and time could be surgically cut up. Within the frame,
fixing the gaze of the viewer, time and space became malleable.
We could travel without moving, we could transport our eyes to see
our planet from the outside, or our bodies from the inside. We could
see and hear ghosts. People who were not there, that had deceased,
that had long left the Earthly realm.
Fast forward to today, and a parallel world has come into existence. The imagination is stepping out of its frame, wrapping worlds
around us. Like divers we put on goggles and submerge ourselves
into alternate realities. Not just the imagination, also cognition
itself is gradually leaving the wet grey lump in our skulls and leaping
into the world. Artificial cognition, i.e. computer code, is woven into
every moving image we see and every sound we hear. Today almost

TO THE NEXT,
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interact with an animistic world of algorithms, imagination that is
starting to look like it is taking on a life of its own. A universe of that
is still metaphorically related to our own. Screens inhabited with ‘files’
on ‘desktops’, dressed up with a ‘wallpaper’, that we empty by
‘dragging’ stuff in the ‘trashcan’ in the corner of our screens.
These are imaginaries, that change, that rewrite themselves,
with the aid of the machine they live inside; the computer. A machine
that on its most fundamental level is limited to reading, writing, erasing
and remembering. Inside a digital computing medium the imagination
can listen to our world and they can ‘talk’ back to us, it can act and
draw conclusion on its own; turn the light red, put the heat on, notify
someone, sell this stock, take that option, pull that trigger.
Perhaps we had no masterplan for creating this primordial digital
soup. But these networked digital machines are certainly the fruits
automata have, and the language they speak were made by us.
Are we now not like God in the Tzimtzum myth who created a conceptual space outside himself so a new world could be created?
Is mankind’s Tzimtzum story that of the creation of digital imaginary
space from which someday the next world will emerge?
Today this digital world is animated by what we put into it,
it is a world that is still commanded by our spells. But already humans
have been exiled from some parts of their own creation. For instance,
machine-learning algorithms store their ‘model of the world’ inside their
artificial neural networks, a model world that has in some cases become
undecipherable for us humans. In other words these tiny proverbial

THE
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of our labor. The mechanical bodies they inhabit and the ideas these

ENTURES
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all images form a face, an interface, a kind of mask that allows us to
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Perhaps we have been gods all along, conscious beings moving

black-boxes contain inner-worlds not accessible to their creator, but that

from world to world. From somewhere before the Big Bang into this

observe and listen to the world, and that act and react to it nonetheless.

universe, gradually climbing the ladder of matter, chemistry and life.
A stream of consciousness that has been moving from vessel to vessel,

One could say that mankind has perhaps created a medium
that some day might be receptive for digital life, perhaps even

from one mode of existence to another since the beginning of time.

consciousness. But if this is so, than it also seems that lightning has

Incarnated in human form in this world, and somewhere in the future

not struck yet, and digital life’s processes haven’t been kickstarted

transiting into another.

thus far. Or to speak in biblical terms, the machines have not yet eaten
Yes, something will be lost, but new bodies, new realities and new

from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. The algorithms streaming
output without hesitation or second thoughts. The digital world is still

speed of light. Perhaps we will fall in love all over again. Who knows…

captured inside its continuous and unbroken feedback loop.
A new world can only be born inside the digital if consciousness
would make an appearance. The digital world can only become a world
in its own right if there is someone or something to experience it.
Just like humans could only see the world out there once they had their
own inner worlds of consciousness to reflect on it. In this sense, for any
truly new world to emerge, artificial consciousness would be needed.
Since a world cannot fully exists if it is not consciously experienced.
One may plot two possible routes of how consciousness could
emerge in a digital medium. Either it will gain consciousness on its
own or with our help. Or we will transport our own brains, including its
consciousness into the digital realm. In the first scenario we are like
God in the Tzimtzum myth, we are condemned to stay in our own world,
while digital consciousness lives in their digital realm forever out
of reach for us. In the second scenario we ourselves are the divine seed
of consciousness inside the forbidden fruit, ready to grow inside
a new digital body, a new vessel, an incarnation befitting the new world
we’ll be born into.

OF

CONSCIOUS

NESS

worlds will be waiting. Perhaps we will touch the stars or walk with the
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through the robotic brain still run without pause, processing input and
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“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth
Now the earth was formless and empty
darkness was over the surface of the deep
and the spirit of God was hovering over the waters.”
(Gen:1-1)
At the beginning of time there was a void
And in that void was the birth of our world
A space to be created
Where one thing created the other, another and so forth
Where the world created man and men created the world

Voice of ahorse, Lenina Ungari

VOICE OF
AHORSE

LENINA
UNGARI

2.

GENESIS
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ROOM

From stillness to sound,
from water to dust
Stars to guide us through the darkness
as spirits ignited our brain
And so we discovered,
learned,
saw the other,
saw what we desired
and understood ourselves
We had a body and a mind
So naturally, we designed

Stone became bricks, trees became planks
This was the fruit of our labour
Because we could imagine
We could create and we created
My house became my temple
I did not see the stars
But everything around me,
were objects of this life
Multiplying, developing, growing
A world of images, tools, objects and instruments
Small things amplified, big things seemed closer
Changing our perception of the unknown
to new ways of seeing
where microcosms reveiled order
and patterns resembling those of the universe.
The history of things grew bigger every day
And in those things was everything
Religion, science, beauty and decay
If not everything lasts,
- we have to frame it
History today is more than it was yesterday
It grows and grows and grows ...
I will remember

Voice of ahorse, Lenina Ungari
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CAR

It was not enough,
there was more to this world
So worlds we created
In the cave, the still image suggested movement
But when the horse galloped with all four hooves
off the ground
There was no turning back
And in that image we knew
for a brief moment
We could be in the air
Without touching the earth
We could fly
And as the screen became our window to the world
We became the voyagers

I want to get out of the frame.
I want to be free.
But there is something holding us back
The magnetic force bounds me.
Pulls me down
As I go faster towards everything new
I fly in the sky and drive from A to B
Almost free, always moving further
No ground will keep me grounded
And as the body quickens, everything does
Cause
I
Want
UP!
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ROOM TWO

We are here now.
But where are we?
We’ve come a long way
Always alert
Everything is switched on
The machineries are plugged in
Powered and loaded
Multiple senders, one recipient
Fractioning the attention
Shattering the consciousness
The culture of images is dense
Cluttering the world
Can the brain overheat ?
Or will this help expanding the capacity for the
abundance yet to come?
Are we preparing our body and mind?
Awareness will grow
To conquer and controll
Frame it, rewind, fast forward
We’ll move out of the frame now
Let’s speed into the future
Ahorse!

And so it was that both worlds collided
The in- and the outside
the physical and digital
the framed and the unframed
Surfing oceans of data
New space to create
Where does one world end and where does
the other begin?
Real, and unreal
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CAR 2

CHURCH

This is a strange place
Have I been here before?
Vaguely familiar
This is not a place
This is a dream
This is a vision

0

It is dark
It is nothing
The void
The space
Empty to be filled
Create!
Are you afraid?
Surrender
I will
I will give you my brain,
Loose my body
Give me a new vessel
And I will float into a new realm
Let it expand itself
Voice of ahorse, Lenina Ungari
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Perhaps we have been gods all along,
Conscious beeings moving from world to world.
From somewhere before the Big Bang into this universe,
Gradually climbing the ladder of matter,
Chemistry and life.
A stream of consciousness –
That has been moving from vessel to vessel
From one mode of existence
To another
Since the beginning of time

So here I am
At the beginning of time there was a void
And in that void was the birth of our world
A space to be created
Where one thing created the other, another and so forth
Where the world created me
and I created the world
How many worlds are
still unborn?

ARE STILL
UNBORN?

PARADISE

Voice of ahorse, Lenina Ungari

HORSE

HOW MANY
WORLDS
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“It’s hard to imagine a society that will deny the body, the way

If we maintain the inadequate contrast between body and mind,

earlier the soul was denied, and yet that’s the form of society we are

we’ll have to conclude that acceleration has taken over the mind

moving towards.

via the body.

Velocity is it’s most prominent feature.

(...)

Manipulation of movement and thus time, is the essence of the

And like the body, in the media truth and reality have become

medium film.

fragmented.

Cameramen and editors work like surgeons; tactility and manipulation

Life is now only a sequence of metamorphoses. We experience reality

tend to go hand in hand.

as a film; while we believe that exposing our most intimate parts will

(...)

finally reveal the ultimate truth about the body, all images dissolve

Like a robot man sits on the crossing edge of the media, set behind

continuously. It’s more real than reality. All is shown, nothing stayes

his box, he let’s the world come to him, set behind the windscreen of his

unexposed, it all disappears in total transparency.

holy cow, the world flashes by, as he himself were the unshaken driver,

Humanity has left the planet.”

the aristotelic demiurg, who, with a light touch on his remote control
or gearstick, makes the world go round or stop.
His body is entirely in, but his spirit entirely out of this world,
he assumes supreme power on yonderside of what is going on.
Resistence is the keyword in this. Film images offer resistance. If we try
to imagine a world without resistance, than presently there seems
to be only one factual realisation of it: VIRTUAL REALITY.
(...)
Maybe VR reveals the hidden purpose of human ambition; the liberation
from gravity. By speeding up, the natural force that keeps us in place
the opposition caused by gravity. This speed makes us lighter, aerier,
cheerier perhaps. It makes us dance to bring us nearer to the gods.
In this light, human evolution seems motivated by the desire to become
lighter and therefor more divine.
(...)
Only by increasing speed to records heights, man will be able to free
himself from his material, by weight pacified body. In modern times,
when man reforges his fate to history and experiences his time as a
process, in which he gradually struggles out of violence and suffering,
and thus liberates himself from high pressure and gravity, all fences
seem down. With the introduction of the engine, he has come to see not
only the world, but also himself as an ever accelerating movement,
as a development.
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is more and more diminished. With increasing ingenuity, we’ve solved
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HOW ON EARTH DID
WE END UP IN VR?

At the same time, on the other side of the ocean, a remarkable campaign
took place on crowdfunding platform Kickstarter: a young startup, called
Oculus Rift, reached the intended budget of 250 thousand dollars within
four hours and even 2.4 million dollars within 36 hours!

In 1992, Gutman, at the time a filmschool student, made an experimental

This campaign marked the start of a surprising revival of the medium

documentary about the act of filming. Her film also posed questions

Virtual Reality.

about virtual reality, a medium that had just been invented at that time.

Gutman then wondered, why, as opposed to 25 years ago, VR became

In the film she played a filmmaker who interviewed her classmates about

such a huge hype? What – for Gods sake - had happened in these past

the human ambition to film and the nature of the medium itself. Why do

twentyfive years that the medium now suddenly - and massively – was

we all have this enormous urge to create our ‘own reality’?

embraced by the masses?

The film also showed parts of a lecture by a Dutch philosopher entitled

That question was the starting point for a new story.

‘film, speed and physicality’ and a scene filmed at a technical university,
where she wears one of the first VR headsets in the world.

In the research-phase Gutman went back to the filmacademy and

In the story Gutman get’s caught up in the machinations that accom-

interviewed a new generation of filmmakers in the age of 24-27 years.

pany the craft of filmmaking and becomes overwhelmed by the new

She asked them exactly the same questions as in the interviews with

medium VR.

her classmates in 1992. One of these questions was to reflect on what

At the end of the story she reaches to the conclusion that “film is that

characterized ‘their’ time in particular.

point where spirit and matter merge”. She then emerges into what can be

The answers were surprising.

seen as either an act of anticipation but also one of existential despair: she

This new generation talked a lot about individualism (“everyone is

paints herself chromakey-blue and then literally dissolves into the image.

extremely self-centered nowadays”), about the fact that there is so much

The film ends with the sentence ‘Reality is just a very un-real concept’.

freedom among their peers (“as a result we have lost a sense of boundary’s”)
ánd that they very much feel, in response to this, an existential urge to
establish boundaries or maybe even a sort of moral framework.

we can not deny that what we experience as reality has become quite

One director-to-be also remarked that a medium like VR, that in fact

a fluid concept. And that the exponentially increased role of visual culture

literally lacks a frame, was absolutely terrifying to her for this specific

has played a huge part in this. Also the role of velocity has been very

reason. Another young director suggested that the enormous possibili-

important. Today, in 2018, we must conclude that for some reason, life

ties that the medium VR offered him, for the exact same reason to hím

as we experience it now, goes significantly faster. This may have to do
with the thesis that, since image has become the new universal language,
everything seems to be moving faster. Is there a relation between these
entities that during the last twentyfive years have shaped our perception
of reality?
In 2012 Gutman found the ‘outtakes’ of the film she made in 1992 and
realized that times had changed radically. And we, - as humanity - , were
on the verge of entering a new era.

How on earth did we end up in VR?

However vague this seemed at the time, by now, almost 25 years later,

seemed so hugely exciting!
Gutman concluded that perhaps it was this combination of developments
that led to the amazing popularity of the medium Virtual Reality:
Technological developments had led to a networked world, where in
it’s slipstream an incredible explosion of visual culture took place, in a
way that everyone filmed everybody and everything , meanwhile turning
these images into becoming the new language. Next to an exponentially
increased mobility, and last but not least and maybe even the most
important development: an extreme individualization as a result
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of secularisation and liberalization. And all these developments were

A FILM IN VR

happening at an exponential pace, driven by the irresistible human urge for
lightness and speed.

The filmmaker approaches VR as an amalgam of film and literature.
People always want to go faster and higher up.

Literature allows a written story to be visualised in our heads. Gutman

Gutman argues that we shape our reality through our desire for lightness,

set out to tell a story using VR in the same way. She wanted to write

impetuosity and speed. Throughout history, lighter and darker times

a filmed image. With a book, you read a text and then enter a space

have succeeded one another, keeping one another in balance. Without

evoked by the writer – but in your head. With VR, you represent this

this balance, we cannot create. These days, we are more individualistic

space using filmic means. Wendy Gutman has selected simple, histori-

and more networked than ever before. We are replacing the desire for

cally rich images through which to tell the big story of the development

material prosperity with spiritual riches. A spirituality that is also

of humanity.

focussed around the ‘I’. VR as a medium thus is a logical step in human
evolution.

‘AHORSE’ contains many references to both philosophy and cinema.
The cave scene is of course associated with Plato; in the next scene,
the chess game on the table behind you ends in the same position as the
famous match in ’97 between Kasparov and the computer Deep Blue,
resulting in victory for the computer. The sofa of course refers to Freud,
whose ideas permeate the entire film.
The material for the film has been taken from all over the world – the
shot with the horse was filmed in an old warehouse in Belgium. The car
scenes feature roads in Egypt, Georgia and the Congo; the person in the
blue suit is Gutman’s own, then 12-year-old daughter, in a blue morph

How on earth did we end up in VR?

suit in the Egyptian desert.
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FROM ONE WORLD
TO THE NEXT of Consciousness’ by Edwin Gardner, is written in
addition to the cinematic VR installation Ahorse!
by Wendy Gutman. The essay elaborates on the history
and probable future of our sense of consciousness and
invites the reader to think about the origins of what
reality really is and what it may mean to be human.

Ahorse! is a cinematic VR- installation and offers the viewer
a titillating journey through the history of human imagination.
How can we successfully adjust, now that the modern technologies
of imagination seem to be taking over?

AHORSE!

THE ADVENTURES
OF CONSCIOUSNESS

‘From One World to the Next - The Adventures

